
 
 

 

Senior Designer & Creative Lead  Wildwon Projects 
ABOUT US 

Wildwon are the meaningful experience design agency.  

We exist to grow the purpose-driven business ecosystem and help values-led organisations win. We craft 
real world and digital experiences across events, branding, digital marketing and content creation. 

The kinds of projects we work on are large scale knowledge and innovation events, boutique cultural 
events, creative communications campaigns or even a Citizens’ Jury on Obesity. See Purpose 
(www.purpose.do), Progress (www.progress2015.org.au), Link Festival (www.linkfestival.com.au) and the 
Future of Work (www.futureofwork.workplaceleadership.com.au) for examples of our work. 

We are a Benefit Corporation (B Corp) and our whole business is focussed around projects that inspire 
social change and support people doing good work in the world. 

For more about us see www.wildwon.com.au. 
 

ABOUT THE ROLE 

Full time - Creative Lead 

Salary dependent on experience 

Based in Surry Hills, Sydney (see commonroomsyd.com.au) 

The benefits of working with us include:  

- flexible working 
- a great training budget 
- loads of professional development 
- a very fun and lovable team 
- an annual retreat  
- Certified Benefit Corporation and therefore; 
- you get to work with an organisation of people who live their values 

All our projects involve a strong and strategic component of brand and visual identity. We are looking for 
a skilled visual communicator who understands how to visualise ideas, bring creative concepts to life, 
define and then drive a brand through from concept to implementation across multiple formats. 

The applications of your design will range from rich content (video, animation) to creating a strong 
house-style of design around all our written content, communications and projects. It will be applied to 
real-world activations, installations and fabrication, visualisation of UX processes and experience maps, 
digital and publishing / print. 

We are looking for a very talented and values-aligned individual to be responsible for our brand identities 
and creative outputs across for our suite of events and projects around the year, as well as for the 
Wildwon brand. 
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ABOUT YOU 

You are looking to use your experience in a different kind of company; one that is values-driven,                 
fast-paced, creative, small and agile. You like diversity in your work and setting the creative direction for                 
the incubation and delivery of a range of exciting projects.  
 
You have a truckload of drive and are a naturally great problem solver. You have a good general                  
understanding of social and environmental issues and are super passionate about one or two.  
 
You are creative yet process-driven, with a strong sense of your own style as well as how to surface the                    
essence of an idea or organisation to help its identity come to life visually. You easily hit the ground                   
running on existing projects and in existing frameworks but you quickly sense where there’s room for                
improvement and help to shape new ways of working. You have a good feel for where design and                  
visualisation can add value and help clarity of thought and communication. 
 
You are interested in the holistic experience and are keen to delve into the world of visual design that is                    
informed by UX and service design. 
 
You’re experienced in developing brands and creating a strong conceptual rationale behind design             
decisions. You are detail oriented when it comes to being the custodian of a brand. You are happy to work                    
across multiple projects at once, with an ability to ensure brand consistency across all touchpoints. 
 
You’re a life-long learner who constantly improves your own skills and practise. You are experimental and                
not afraid to try, test and learn. You enjoy working in a relaxed, creative, but very productive environment.                  
You are a digital native who ‘gets’ all things social and web and is comfortable working in the cloud. 
 
You thrive when you’re busy and love to have multiple plates spinning in the air. You love to bring projects                    
and processes to life, and to a new level of quality, using creative visualisation and media.  

You're interested in helping a fast-growing startup establish its position and character via compelling 
online content. 

You’re equally excited about working on Wildwon as a business, asyou are about working in the 
communities we touch - non-profit, advocacy, social entrepreneurship, design, innovation, tech and 
purpose-driven business. 

You are committed and enthusiastic with an all-in attitude. 

You’re keen to take on a challenge and a leadership role in a small, agile, innovative team. 

You have a passion for sustainability, social justice, design, innovation or all of the above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ESSENTIAL EXPERIENCE & SKILLS 

3-5 years experience 

Brand experience is a priority (brand creation, development and management) 

Experienced visual communicator with skills in both print and digital design a must 

Interpersonal and strong communication skills a must – ability to present to and communicate with clients 
and the team 

Experience working in a digital and creative team 

Ability to solve problems and self-educate 

Highly proficient in the Adobe Creative Cloud Suite, especially Photoshop, Illustrator & Indesign 

 

 
NICE-TO-HAVE EXPERIENCE & SKILLS 

Demonstrated interest in sustainability, social change and/or innovation 

Interest in events, event management, live experiences and spatial design 

Experience or interest in UX, experience design, design thinking and/or service design 

Understanding of sustainable business principles and/or social and environmental justice issues 

Understanding of or interest in startup culture 

 

 

CULTURAL FIT CONSIDERATIONS 

Appreciation of the Wildwon culture - see B Corporation and Wildwon manifesto 

Strong sense of brand and aesthetic with a strategic approach to initiating and evolving style guides 

A readiness to work with the existing style of the clients and communities we manage where necessary 

Ability to quickly and constructively act on feedback, and in return give feedback effectively to the team 
around you 

Great at testing, tracking, rapid improvement on process, keeping tabs on what works what doesn’t and 
iterating/innovating on your own work 

Proactive and positive, equally happy to work independently as with team 

All-in and can-do attitude in a very high performing team 

 

 

 



 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

Responsible for visual brand integrity, brand management and quality control across all projects 

Client-facing role; client negotiation and design justification  

Building design briefs for each project based on client/project requirements and scope (through 
client/brand Immersion workshops, discussion and negotiation with the client, with the project manager) 

Developing design principles for projects (working closely with the Spatial/Experience Design Lead) 

Developing conceptual direction for projects 

Developing, designing and producing project brand systems which are inspiring and forward-thinking 
(including logos and all assets needed for further execution) 

Imparting the conceptual direction and design brief to team. Working with the design team to execute and 
produce digital and physical assets 

Responsible for delivering updates to client and receiving feedback at checkpoints throughout design 
process (at times pre-selected in the design brief) 

Conceptual development and brand management of overlapping projects (multiple projects at once)  

Developing new-business project pitch documents 

Working with team to develop templates for Wildwon’s information architecture  

Art direction for animation and video projects 

Brand management of the Wildwon Brand 

Developing design collateral for projects (both digital and physical) 

Provide art direction for websites / online platforms for projects – supporting web team 

Working closely with the Content Producer / Communications Lead to produce digital assets to be used as 
communication and promotional material for projects (this could include sharable on-brand items for social 
media, adverts, infographics, blog posts, edm design materials, print advertisements, poster design) 

Working closely with the Content Producer / Communications Lead to produce content-based brand 
development material for the Wildwon brand  

Working closely with the Spatial and Experience Design Lead to produce graphics for print and 
installations  

Design quality assurance and taking design initiative 

 

APPLICATION 

Please send your CV, links to your past work (web content, portfolio) and LinkedIn/The Loop/Behance 
profiles to Sally Hill. 

For immediate start, applications accepted on a rolling basis but invited ASAP in May 2016. 

sally@wildwon.com.au 

0412 788 501 


